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• NILDE is a web-based software around which a community 
of libraries has formed to share their bibliographic resources 
on the basis of reciprocal collaboration
• NILDE, created and developed since 2001 by the CNR 
Bologna Research Area Library, is currently used by a 
network of over 700 Italian libraries and about 15,000 end-
users
• In 10 years of activity NILDE has processed about 1 million 
document requests
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NILDE: software & network for ILL
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Key factors of Success
• Adoption of standardized processes for ILL services by implementation of 
best practices
• Degree of involvement of participants, real sense of belonging to a 
community. Organization similar to the Open Source Software community
• Quality
• Feedback to improve the system
• Trust-based organization (NILDE Rules and Regulations)
• Learning organization (Administrator, ASN, CBN) 
• Cooperation = adoption of common standards (processes) according to 
common policies, in order to achieve common goals
Virtuous processes
• Turnaround time steadily decreasing
• Recognition by publishers as a secure electronic system  to supply a copy 
of licensed materials, either in paper or electronic form
• “Help-licenses” database to collect ILL clauses in electronic licenses
negotiated between publishers and Italian consortia of libraries
• Insights into the relationship between ILL and journal subscriptions, 
study of the most requested journals in Italy
• Continuous growth of ILL requests in Italy, mainly due to more recent
publications (Bernardini and Mangiaracina, Interlending & Document Supply, 
2011 Jan, 39 (1): 9-25)
• NILDE Library Committee (CBN) is promoting the importance of
cataloguing electronic serials in Italian union catalogues
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R & D
• NILDE technical development and system functionalities have
often triggered the start of virtuous processes among the network 
of libraries
• NILDE robust technical infrastructure has supported workflow of
activities and sometimes has led libraries and institutions to
common behaviours
• NILDE has played a training role for librarians (more than 1,000 
participants on  NILDE courses)
• NILDE has paid continuous attention to the evolution of library
services (for instance, the importance of integration between
electronic resources and the request function)
• All of these elements have led to the new software NILDE 4.0
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The NILDE 4.0 software
• NILDE Reference Manager, available since 2007 (presented at 10th
ILDS Singapore)
• NILDE 4.0 for libraries and end-users presented in May 2010, at 
the Perugia conference
• A large pilot test with 60 volunteer libraries was run until
September 2010, resulting in:
• a lot of feedback and suggestions for future implementations
• many bugs removed
• user-interface improvements
• Until December 2010 both versions of the software (old and new) 
were running
• From January 2011 all libraries and end-users moved to the new
software
• Many new features have been implemented during this first year
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The NILDE 4.0 software
• New software architecture
• scalability and high performance operations
• Multilingual support
• UTF-8 data encoding
• User-interface easy to translate in any language
• New user-interface design
• user-interaction based on Ajax technology and new graphic design
• increased usability based on user-oriented design
• feedback to the user
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Different approach to the user-interface
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Nilde 3 Nilde 4
Software for libraries and end-users
End-user
Library 1 ILL Borrowing service
Library 2 ILL Lending service
DB Query
DISCOVERY
REQUESTING (OpenUrl protocol)
+ USER AUTHENTICATION
(Shibboleth framework)
Document sent 
by mail, fax or secure
electronic DD
Print delivered
INTEGRATED SEARCH 
(Z39.50 protocol) 
on union catalogues
via ISSN/ISBN identifiers
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New concepts (general)
• Language
• Currently provided in Italian, English and French
• User may specify preferred language
• Types of documents
• Journal article (ISSN, publisher, abstract, DOI, PMID,… )
• Book (ISBN, publisher, year,… )
• Supported operations
• Supply of a copy of journal article or part of a book
• Loan of books (in the future)
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New functionalities
• NILDE Reference Manager (for end-user)
• Integration with union catalogues
• Ranking of lending libraries
• Library groups
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NILDE reference manager (for end-user)
• Institutional authentication through the Shibboleth framework
• Reference Manager
• Bibliography = list of bibliographic records
• Enriched data: location, URL, user-notes, labels,…
• Operations: search, order, filter, export, request to ILL service
• Usermany libraries
• User may be registered to more than one library (i.e., university and 
public library)
• User status within the institution
• Costs acceptance policies
• Basic cost
• Additional cost
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NILDE user-interface for libraries
• Very simple and user-friendly interface
• Library account information
• Two main panels, one for managing borrowing requests and 
one for lending requests
• Sorting/filtering by ILL status of requests lists
• History
• Statistics
• My users
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Integration with union catalogues
• “make holdings available on Union Catalogues and keep
them up-to-date, with an indication of availability for
resource sharing" 
• IFLA guidelines, Rethinking Resource Sharing manifesto, NILDE Rules
and Regulations
• Problems to be solved
• Independence from catalogue systems
• Independence from journal medium
• "Invisibility" of electronic holdings in Italian union catalogues
• Serials electronic holdings belonging to a single library, an 
institution or a consortium
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Integration with union catalogues (cont.)
• Connecting to a union catalogue
• Easy to add a new catalogue
• A catalogue has a certain number of descriptors, used to uniquely 
identify a library inside it or to keep useful information
• Ex: ACNP, the Italian Serials Catalogue
• ACNP-library code (BO015) and “link to NILDE” 
active/noactive
• Ex: SBN, the National Library Service Catalogue
• SBN-library code (BO651) and SBN-cataloguing code 
(UBOCR)
• Searching a catalogue
• Z39.50  search protocol +  MARC21 and XML output
• Use of ISSN and ISBN identifiers to search and retrieve library 
holdings (if  they are not known, search by title or keyword)
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Integration with union catalogues (cont.)
• Serial search
• The Italian Serials Catalogue ACNP is used as the authoritative
database to identify a serial title and to find its ISSN code
• ACNP figures
• 177,000 ACNP serials records (derived from the ISSN database)
• 1,600,000 ISSN serials records
• 1,000,000 holdings records
• 2,500 libraries
• Once a title has been identified through its ISSN, search for holdings
is run over all the connected catalogues
• Currently search is performed on the ACNP and the SBN catalogues
• Book search
• experimental, only through the SBN Catalogue
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Serial search
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NILDE 
borrowing
ACNP
Title search
ISSN 1789-0033 
is selected
1789-0033  Emergency nurse
8002-6554  Emergency nurse (online)
0045-9988  Outlook National Emergency Nurse
….
List of titles with ISSN
ACNP SBN
Other
……
Search by
ISSN and year
Library 1: holdings @: 1995 -
Library 2: holdings print :1982 – 2002;  
……….
List of lending
libraries
Integration with ACNP
• Once a title has been identified through its ISSN code,  a new
search is run using the ISSN and publication year
• ACNP is able to associate related ISSN codes each other:
• print ISSN, electronic ISSN, …
and to retrieve library holdings for each associated ISSN:
• @: holdings: 1995- [ Last catalogue update: 2011]
• print: holdings: 1982-2002;  location: PERIODICI R [ Last catalogue
update: 2011]
filtered by publication year
• Or, the ISSN-L code may be used
• The selected lending library will also receive the location 
information to easily retrieve the print material from the 
stacks
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Electronic holdings and consortia
• The cataloguing of electronic serials in Italy is not complete 
and often inadequate
• Ongoing Italian survey on "Cataloguing E-Serials" and 
experiments on the semi-automatic uploading of electronic 
serials from SFX to ACNP
• Problems (fears) arising with consortia acquisitions
• All libraries belonging to a consortium or virtual library may "inherit" 
the same consortia holdings (possible "noise" problem)
• Difficulty to organise ILL service where many points of service may
deliver the same electronic material (fear of overload)
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Ranking of lending libraries
• NILDE objective is that libraries balance their borrowing with 
their lending requests
• Each lending library is assigned a "rank"
• The ranking algorithm calculates the imbalance between
borrowing and lending requests issued/received by each
library
• The rank suggests the most suitable library to receive a 
borrowing request, to help that library equilibrate any
imbalance
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Library groups
• Feature not implemented yet, but software has been
designed to support it
• Each library may exchange borrowing requests only within
its group
• Each library may belong to one or more groups
• Possibility of implementing national or thematic groups
• Possibility of limiting certain NILDE functionalities within a 
group
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Support for International ILL
• Many issues arise when moving from a national to an
international ILL system (and their analysis goes beyond the scope 
of this presentation) 
• Different copyright laws
• Different payment systems
• Shipping costs and time of delivery
• Limits imposed by publishers which allow ILL only within national
borders
• NILDE may be suitable for managing international ILL requests
among libraries which do not necessarily share:
• The same language
• The same cataloguing system for resource sharing
• The same user-authentication system
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Conclusions
• NILDE 4.0 has been well received by Italian libraries, 
which have suggested many improvements during its
first year of usage
• NILDE is fostering awareness in Italy of the importance
of making visible the electronic resources for effective
resource sharing
• NILDE could be exploited by other libraries around the 
world, requiring easy access to Italian literature, or to
share their resources within a thematic network
• We are keen to experiment International ILL with other 
libraries 
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